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ABSTRACT

1.

Recently, much study has been directed toward summarizing event data, in the hope that the summary will lead us
to a better understanding of the system that generates the
events. However, instead of oﬀering a global picture of the
system, the summary obtained by most current approaches
are piecewise, each describing an isolated snapshot of the
system. We argue that the best summary, both in terms
of its minimal description length and its interpretability, is
the one obtained with the understanding of the internal dynamics of the system. Such understanding includes, for example, what are the internal states of the system, and how
the system alternates among these states. In this paper, we
adopt an algorithmic approach for event data summarization. More speciﬁcally, we use a hidden Markov model to
describe the event generation process. We show that summarizing events based on the learned hidden Markov Model
achieves short description length and high interpretability.
Experiments show that our approach is both eﬃcient and
eﬀective.

Many complex systems employ sophisticated record keeping mechanisms that log all kinds of events occurred in the
systems. Usually the log consists of a sequence of events,
where each event is associated with a timestamp. Event
logs contain rich information of the system. For example, in
large scale cluster systems, event logs contain information
about software and hardware faults and failures. More and
more eﬀorts are being devoted to event log analysis, and today, we look in system event logs for patterns of historical
activities, assessments of current status, and predictions of
future risks.
Event log analysis poses signiﬁcant challenges. Logs are
usually big and noisy; the diﬃculty of ﬁnding patterns of
actionable insights from event logs is no less than that of
ﬁnding a needle in a haystack. Some recent works employs
data mining methods for event log analysis, but most approaches remain at the stage of ﬁnding frequent episodes in
the data. These methods report a large amount of frequent
episodes or patterns, but their meanings or signiﬁcance often
go untold. To our best knowledge, none of the existing work
explores the relationships among discovered patterns, nor
do they reveal how such patterns interact with each other
to form the dynamics of the underlying system.
In this paper, we propose an algorithmic approach for
event summarization. Unlike previous work that outputs a
large amount of uncorrelated, local patterns in the data, our
approach endeavors to transform the patterns into organic
components of the system, so that we can have a global view
and a better understanding of the system. Speciﬁcally, we
wish to ﬁnd the mechanism that generates the events, and
use the mechanism as a summary. It bears some similarity
to ﬁnding the algorithmic complexity of a string, that is,
the shortest and most eﬃcient program that can produce
the string. Of course, there is no mechanic ways of doing it.
What we do is to make an educated guess, which, as it turns
out, not only results in a much more concise summary, but
also a much more interpretable summary.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Event Sequence Summarization

Most of the existing works focus on mining frequent episodes
or patterns from event logs. However, frequent episodes
alone do not create a global model of the system. Instead of
ﬁnding frequent patterns, some recent works focus on event
sequence summarization. For example, in [10], an event sequence is split into disjoint intervals, and a pattern is gen-

erated to describe events in each interval. The result is a
sequence of patterns, which constitutes a summary of the
original event data. The problem of summarization is an
optimization one, as its goal is to ﬁnd a sequence of patterns with the minimum description length. However, a
description that has the minimum length does not necessarily reveal the intricacies of the system. In particular, it
does not portray the relationships among the patterns. Such
relationships – for example, pattern X occurs periodically
about every two hours, or pattern Y always occurs after pattern Z, etc. – are important because in many applications,
they improve the understanding of the system. We illustrate
its limitations with the following example.
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Figure 1: Motivation example
Example 1. Figure 1 shows an event subsequence that
spans time [t,t+30] and contains events of type A and B.
The summarization approach presented in [10] segments the
sequence into multiple intervals and learns a model of event
distribution in each interval. The sequence is divided into
3 intervals I1 , I2 , I3 , which lead to 3 models M1 , M2 , M3
(darker color represents the high frequency event). The goal
of [10] is to split the event sequence in such a way that the resulting models have the minimum overall description length.

state, the system exhibits stable behavior; state transitions
have certain regularity. This educated guess often enables
us to summarize the event data in a much more concise, and
a much more interpretable way. In fact, the educated guess
is based on the following observations:
1. It is observable that a system operates in diﬀerent
states. For instance, for certain period of time, some
events occur frequently, and at another period of time,
another set of events occur frequently. In other words,
in each state, the system’s behavior shows speciﬁc characteristics.
2. Once a system is in a state, it tends to remain in that
state, until a certain event occurs and leads it to another state. For example, when memory usage is below
the physical memory capacity, a system behaves in a
certain way and exhibits certain patterns. The situation continues until the memory usage exceeds capacity, at which point the system starts paging and
demonstrates another set of patterns.
3. The system alternates among a set of states over and
over again. For example, once the memory usage recedes, the system will return to its old state (the one
without paging).
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The resulting models – the summarization of the event log
– have limited capability of revealing the system dynamics
hidden in the event sequence. For instance, it does not provide information such as M1 is very diﬀerent from M3 but is
similar to M2 . Nor does it tell us that M1 is usually followed
by M2 . In other words, it does not ﬁnd the connection between diﬀerent models. So, in this sense, the approach does
not provide a global structure of the event sequence.
In summary, the segment-by-segment approach that optimizes for the minimum description length has the following
limitations:

These observations motivate us to summarize the event
data by understanding the system ﬁrst. Consider the example in Figure 1 again. Assume from the whole sequence, we
are able to learn two states:

• They do not characterize interactions among diﬀerent
models, and it follows that they cannot reveal the dynamics hidden in the data, or predict patterns in the
future.

• State 2, in which event A occurs less frequently and
event B occurs frequently. I2 and I4 are instances of
this state.

• They focus on best compressing the data. However, for
a long event sequence with many repeating models (we
will show this is a very likely scenario), the compression
ratio is low because copies of same/similar models are
stored.

1.2 Our approach
We want to ﬁnd the mechanism that generates the events
and then we encode the mechanism as the summary. Certainly, there is no algorithmic approach for ﬁnding such
mechanisms. In this paper, we make the following “educated guess”: a system operates in diﬀerent states; in each

Figure 2: Our approach

• State 1, in which event A occurs frequently and event
B occurs less frequently. I1 and I3 are instances of this
state.

Given these two states, we summarize [t,t+30] as shown in
Figure 2. Speciﬁcally, I2 in Figure 1 is split into 2 intervals:
I2′ and I3′ , which correspond to M2′ and M1′ respectively.
Furthermore, the two states are not isolated, instead they
occur alternately. In other words, we hope to mine the a set
of models and the temporal relations among them. Clearly,
such information gives us a better understanding of the system, facilitates the prediction of its future operations.
Note that the above result is diﬀerent from what we have
in Figure 1. Moreover, the learned models in our approach
cannot be derived by simply clustering and correlating the
segment-by-segment summaries in Figure 1, since its results
may include many meaningless models.

MDL and HMM. To analyze the advantage of our approach, we resort to the minimum description length (MDL)
principle. Our intuition is that if we have a better understanding of the system, we should be able to improve the
compression ratio of the event data.
This is indeed the case. Based on the MDL principle, to
represent the event sequence, we incur two types of cost: the
cost of encoding the models, and the cost of encoding the
data given the model. The former depends on how many
models we discover, and the cost of encoding each model;
the latter depends on how well each model ﬁts the data.
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:Data-encoding cost

Figure 3: Cost of data summarization: (a) The
segment-by-segment approach; (b) Our approach
that assumes events are independent of each other;
(c) Our approach that takes advantage of the correlation among events
It is not diﬃcult to see why our approach has an edge
in compressing compared with the segment-by-segment approach. Continuing with the previous example, Figure 3
illustrates the encoding cost incurred by three diﬀerent approaches. For each interval, we use two bars to represent the
encoding cost. The left bar indicates the cost of encoding
model, and the right bar indicates the cost of encoding data
given the model. Figure 3(a) shows the cost of segmentby-segment approach, and Figure 3(b) shows that of our
approach. The diﬀerence comes from the fact that we only
encode models once (each model is distinct). For each interval, to tell which model used to describe it, we only encode
the ordinal number of the model. It is much more eﬃcient.
Neither of the two approaches consider event correlations:
certain events are likely to occur together, while others may
occur exclusively to each other. Taking advantage of such
properties can surely reduce the encoding cost, because the
uncertainty of one event type may be reduced by information
of another. In this paper, we propose another approach to
exploit the correlations. Figure 3(c) shows its cost. We can
see that cost of both encoding model and of encoding data
are reduced compared to segment-by-segment approach.
The internal states, which determine the event occurrences
that we observe, are hidden and evolving over time. Hence,
it is diﬃcult to create a MDL-based objective function and
then ﬁnd the best summary by minimizing it directly. In
fact, the internal states are similar to hidden states in a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Later, we will show the equivalence between the minimal description length and the maximum production probability of a HMM. This enables us to
apply HMM based approaches to learn the summary.

2. RELATED WORK

Frequent episode mining. Frequent episode mining is a
popular approach for obtaining temporal patterns in event
sequences [1, 15, 13, 2, 16]. Agrawal et al [1] proposed
several Apriori-based methods to mine sequential patterns.
Mannila et al [15] proposed a framework of frequent episode
discovery for mining temporal patterns from event sequences.
It ﬁnds episodes that occur frequently in the time series. The
frequency of an episode is deﬁned as the number of windows on the time axis in which the episode occurs at least
once. The proposed counting algorithm uses a ﬁnite state
automata to obtain the frequencies of a set of candidate
episodes. Some extensions to this windows-based frequency
model have also been proposed [2, 16]. Overall, frequent
episodes can be regarded as local models, and they are inadequate to reveal the internal dynamics of the system, as
they do not model the relationship among patterns. In other
words, the patterns are isolated.
Laxman et al [13, 12] proposed a new frequency measure based on the notion of non-overlapping occurrences of
episodes. An eﬃcient approach is proposed to mine the frequent episodes based on this frequency measure. Moreover,
the authors build a connection between frequent episodes
and HMMs. They introduce a special class of discrete HMM,
called the Episode Generating HMM (EGH), and associate
each episode with a unique EGH. It has the property that
the more frequent an episode is, the more likely it is generated by the corresponding EGH. However, each HMM only
represents one episode, and no attempt was made to summarize the entire set of patterns to provides a global view
of the system that generates the event sequence. In other
words, it still focuses on local patterns in event sequences.
Event summarization. Some recent works conduct event
sequence summarization through sequence segmentation [14,
11, 10]. Mannila et al [14] focus on sequences of single event
types. Within each interval, the occurrences of events are
modeled by a constant intensity model. Koivisto et al [11]
proposed a minimum description length approach to identify
block structures in genetic sequences. Kiernan et al [10] extend the model proposed in [14] to deal with multiple event
types. The MDL principle is used to measure the quality
of summarization. But in neither works, they model the
relationships between diﬀerent segments, and segments are
isolated. In a sense, we combine the advantages of both frequent patterns and segmentation model to construct a better
global model of the event sequence. We mine the patterns
that can describe the data in event sequences, as well as the
relationships among the patterns.

Time series segmentation. Much work has been done on
time-series segmentation [9, 8, 6, 7]. The sub time-series
in each segment is represented by a line segment [9] or the
mean value of the time series in the segment [8]. The goal
is to segment the time series so that the total error is minimized. Thus, they aim at learning the local patterns for
each segment, and do not provide connections among the
patterns, which make them similar to approaches we discussed before [14, 10]. DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform)
based approaches [5] and DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) based approaches [17] can learn certain kind of global
patterns in time series, but generally, patterns derived by
such approaches are not easily interpretable.

Hidden concept learning in stream classification. The
idea of using a limited number of concepts to summarize
data in an endless data stream [19, 20] has occurred in other
mining tasks. To classify stream data, instead of learning
new classiﬁers from the stream, Yang el al [21] ﬁnds historical classiﬁers that are learned from similar data. In [4,
3], the authors assume that the set of hidden concepts that
control data generation is ﬁxed. This allows them to ﬁrst
ﬁnd the set of hidden concepts occurring in the stream, then
detect the current concepts and use the corresponding classiﬁer to classify the current unlabeled data. Our work is
based on the same assumption. However the problems and
the techniques that solve the problems are diﬀerent. Furthermore, instead of living with ﬁxed number of concepts,
we can balance the number of models and the quality of
summarization.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
An event sequence consists of events that occur at discrete
points in time. Speciﬁcally, events have m diﬀerent types
E = {E1 , E2 , · · · , Em }, and an event occurrence is a pair
(E, t), where E ∈ E and t is its occurrence time, which
is represented as an integer in the interval [1, T ]. Table 1
summarizes the notations used here and in the rest of this
paper.
Symbol
T
m
M
Mind
Mdep
I = (I1 , · · · , Ik )
σ(i)
n(E, Ii )

Description
length of time line
number of event types
set of models
models for independent events
models for correlated events
a segmentation of the event sequence
model corresponding to segment Ii
number of time points at which
event E occurs
Table 1: Notations

3.1

Models

We want to ﬁnd the mechanism that generates the event
sequence, and use it as its summary. Since it is impossible
to ﬁnd the exact mechanism, we assumed that the hidden
mechanism can be simpliﬁed to a state machine, and that
within each state, the system exhibits stable behavior, or in
other words, the events it produces within each state demonstrate stable statistical properties.
Our ﬁrst task is to model each state, or model the characteristics of the events produced by the system when it
operates within a state. In this paper, we adopt a simple
model, which only describes the intensity of each event, but
ignores the relative order of the events. Speciﬁcally, each
model Mi is composed of a set of m probabilities:
Mi = (pi (E1 ), pi (E2 ), · · · , pi (Em ))
where pi (Ej ) is the occurrence probability of event type Ej .
Certainly, we can use more complex models. For example,
in many applications, the occurrences of events of diﬀerent
types are correlated. In other words, the occurrence/absence
of events of a certain type can provide information about the
occurrence/absence of events of other types. A model that
captures such correlations may reveal more details of the

system, and produce a more concise summary of the event
sequence.
We use Mind to denote models that assume events are independent, and Mdep models that assume events are correlated. For Mdep , we use conditional probability to describe
the occurrences of events of diﬀerent types. We describe
how to learn Mind ﬁrst, and discuss the details of Mdep in
Section 6.

3.2

Problem Statement

The problem of event log summarization can be stated as
follows:
Problem Statement: Given an event log, divide it into a
sequence of segments and describe each segment by a model
in a given class, such that the overall description has the
minimum length.
In this paper, we consider two classes of models, Mind
and Mdep . The problem statement implicitly requires us
to consider the relationships among the models, which may
lead to summaries of shorter description lengths, and shed
light on the internal mechanism that generates the sequence.

4.

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AND HMM

In this section, we introduce an objective function based
on the MDL principle. To ﬁnd the summary that has the
minimum description length, we establish the equivalence
between the summary and the best ﬁtting HMM.

4.1

Objective Function

We partition an event sequence into disjoint segments,
and describe each segment by a speciﬁc model. In order to
measure the quality of the summarization, we propose an
objective function Q that is consistent with the MDL principle. According to the MDL principle, we need to encode
both the models and the data given the model. In this section, we deﬁne the objective function for model class Mind
(denoted as M below if no confusion should arise). In section 6, we extend it to model class Mdep .
For each model Mi ∈ M, we need to encode m probabilities pi (E1 ), · · · , pi (Em ). Each probability needs log m bits
to encode [18]. So the cost of encoding model Mi is m log m
and the cost of encoding M, denoted by Cm , is
Cm = |M| · m log m
where |M| denotes the number of models in M.
Clearly, Cm only depends on m, the number of event types
and |M|, the number of models. It does not depend on the
size of the event log. Since it is often the case that T ≫ m
and T ≫ |M| where T is the size of the event sequence, the
cost of Cm is negligible when summarizing large event logs.
The cost of encoding the event sequence includes the following two parts:
• Cs : Cost for encoding the segmentation, which includes encoding the lengths of segments and the mappings from segments to models.
• Cd : Cost for encoding event occurrences.
We ﬁrst discuss how to encode event occurrences in a single segment I. Assume model Mi = (pi (E1 ), · · · , pi (Em )) is
used to describe I. The probability of observing all events

in I, given model Mi , is
p(I|Mi ) =

m
∏

¯

pi (Ej )n(Ej ,I) (1 − pi (Ej ))n(Ej ,I)

(1)

j=1

where n(E, I) is the number of time points in I where E
occurs and n(Ē, I) is the number of time points in I where
E does not occur.
Thus, the number of bits required to describe I, given
model Mi ,
− log p(I|Mi )
Clearly, the better Mi ﬁts I, the larger p(I|Mi ), and the
smaller − log p(I|Mi ). We use Mσ(i) to denote the model
that describes interval Ii . Given the entire segmentation I
and the model set M, the total number of bits required to
describe the event occurrences within all segments is
Cd = −

|I|
∑

log p(Ii |Mσ(i) )

i=1

where |I| is the number of segments.
The second part of the cost, Cs , is the bits required to
encode the segmentation. For each segment, we encode its
corresponding model and its length. To encode the corresponding model, a straightforward way is to encode the id
of the model. We need log(|M|) bits to encode the model
for a segment. However, if we know the relationships among
the models, we can encode the same information with fewer
bits. Intuitively, for models having higher occurrence probabilities, we should use fewer bits to encode them. Let pi
(1 ≤ i ≤ |M|) denote the prior probabilities of the models,
and pij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ |M|, i ̸= j) denote the probability of occurrence of model Mi followed by that of model Mj . For the
ﬁrst segment I1 , we use prior probability pσ(1) to represent
its model. For Ik ’s (k ≥ 2), instead of encoding the model
directly, we encode it based on the model of the previous
segment, Ik−1 . So, the cost required to encode the mapping
from segments to models is:
Cs′ = − log pσ(1) −

|I|
∑

log pσ(k−1)σ(k)

k=2

We encode the length of each segment by taking into consideration the probability distribution of the lengths. We
can derive the distribution by ﬁnding out how long the system is likely to remain in a state. The probability that the
system stays in state i is pii . Thus, for a segment I described by model Mi , the probability that its length is |I| is
|I|−1
proportional to pii . We perform an transformation, and
use more bits to encode an infrequent length, and fewer bits
to encode a frequent length. So the cost required to encode
the lengths of all segments is
Cs′′ =

|I|
∑
(|Ik | − 1) · (− log pσ(k)σ(k) )
k=1

The total cost of encoding the segmentation is the summation of Cs′ and Cs′′ :
Cs =

Cs′

+

Cs′′

We uses a set of probabilities, pi and pij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ |M|,
to describe the dynamics of the system. These probabilities
also need to be encoded themselves. However, since i and j

are bounded by |M|, which does not increase when the size
of event log increases, we do not include it in the objective
function Q, just as Cm . (in the experiments, we include
both of them in the total cost.)
Finally, the objective function comes to:
Q(M, I) = Cd + Cs

(2)

Our goal is to partition the event log into a sequence of
segments where each segment maps to a speciﬁc model such
that Eq. 2 is minimized.

4.2

Hidden Markov Model

It is a challenging task to ﬁnd the segmentation that
minimizes Eq. 2. If we know the set of hidden models
M = {M1 , · · · , M|M| }, it will not be diﬃcult to partition
the event sequence into non-overlapping occurrences of each
context. If we know the partition I = {I1 , · · · , I|I| }, then
we can cluster similar segments to derive M. The challenge
is, of course, neither M nor I is known.
Naı̈ve solutions to this problem either fail to scale or fail to
ﬁnd the optimal summarization. For an event log spanning
time [1, T ], there are T |I| possible segmentations. Moreover,
for each segmentation I, there are |I||M| possible mappings
between segments and models. So it is infeasible to search
the whole space to solve the optimization problem. A more
feasible approach is given in [10], where dynamic programming is combined with a greedy approach to summarize an
event log. However, the approach does not have knowledge
of the internal dynamics of the system, and its segment-bysegment summarization is sub optimal as important information about the system is not fully utilized.
In this paper, we propose an HMM-based approach to
solve this problem. To facilitate the discussion, we use an m′
dimensional column vector ot = (o1t , · · · , om
t ) to represent
observed events at time t: if Ei occurs at time t, then we
have oit = 1, otherwise oit = 0. Hence, the m × T array
O = (o1 , · · · , oT ) represents the event log over time [1, T ].
Given an observed sequence of events O, we learn an HMM
λ, and the optimal state sequence s corresponding to O, so
that the production probability P (O, s|λ) is maximized. In
Section 4.3, we prove that minimizing the objective function
Q(M, I) is equivalent to maximizing the production probability. In other words, the learned λ and s enable us to ﬁnd
the model set M and the segmentation I, which maximize
the objective function.
Formally, the HMM, denoted as λ = {S, A, B, π}, is described by the following parameters:
• A set of states S = {1, 2, · · · , K}.
• State transition probabilities A = {aij }, in which, aij
is the probability of state i transiting to state j.
• Output probabilities B = {bi (o)}, where i is a state,
m-dimensional vector o = (o1 , · · · , om ) is an observation, and bi (o) is the probability of observing o when
the system is in state i.
• Initial probabilities π = {πi }, in which πi is the probability of system beginning in state i.
Production probability. Given an HMM λ, and a sequence
of observations O, the production probability is the probability of HMM λ generating O along a state sequence,

Cost of encoding segmentation. Similarly, − log P2 is equivalent to Cs , the cost of encoding the segmentation:

s = (s1 , · · · , sT ):
T
∏

P (O, s|λ) = πs1 bs1 (o1 )

asj−1 ,sj bsj (oj )

(3)

− log P2

j=2

=

− log(πs1

T
∏
j=2

where st is the state at time point t. A larger production
probability means that λ and the state sequence s can describe O better. The optimal state sequence is the one maximizing the production probability.

=

− log(πs1

asj−1 sj )
∏

asj−1 sj )

j≥2,sj−1 ̸=sj

− log(

∏

asj−1 sj )

j≥2,sj−1 =sj

4.3 Equivalence between p(O, s|λ) and Q

=

First, we establish connections between terminologies.

Cs′ + Cs′′ = Cs

(6)

In summary, we have
• Each HMM state i corresponds to model Mi ∈ M.

− log p(O, s|λ) = Q(M, I)

• In state transition probabilities, aij is equivalent to the
context switch probability pij .
• Output probabilities bi (o), 1 ≤ i ≤ K, are deﬁned
based on occurrence probabilities in Mi :
bi (o) =

m
∏

5.

qij (o)

j=1

where

{

• Initial probabilities are equivalent to probabilities of
models, that is, πi = pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ K.
Second, we establish the connection between the state sequence s and the segmentation I. Given a state sequence
s = (s1 , s2 , · · · , sT ), we can obtain a segmentation by merging continuous time points which correspond to the same
states into a segment. Finally each segment corresponds to
a single state, which represents the model for the segment.
Now, we discuss the equivalence between production probability and objective function. We ﬁrst decompose production probability P (O, s|λ) into two parts:
p(O, s|λ) =

T
∏

T
∏

bsj (oj ) · πs1

j=1

Let P1 =

∏T
j=1

(asj−1 sj )

(4)

j=2

bsj (oj ) and P2 = πs1

∏T

j=2 (asj−1 sj ).

Cost of encoding event occurrences. By some algebraic
transformation, we have:
− log P1

=

− log

T
∏

bsj (oj )

j=1

=

− log(

|I|
∏
∏

bsj (oj ))

i=1 j∈Ii

=

− log(

=

Cd

|I|
∏

THE INDEPENDENT CASE: MIN D

In this section, we discuss how to eﬃciently learn the
HMM and the optimal state sequence from the event logs.
Our approach includes two phases. In the ﬁrst phase, we initialize an HMM, and in the second phase, we use an iterative
approach to reﬁne the model.

pi (Ej )
if oj = 1;
1 − pi (Ej ) if oj = 0.

qij (o) =

Hence our problem of summarizing the event sequence converts to ﬁnding an HMM and the optimal state sequence
that maximizes the production probability. Moreover, once
we obtain HMM and optimal state sequence, we can derive
the set of models and the segmentation.

5.1

Initialization

We propose two approaches: a random approach and a
cluster based approach, to initiate the parameters of the
HMM λ.

The random approach. In the random approach, we as-

sume there are K models in Mind , where K is an estimated
value and will change in the second phase. For each model
Mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ K, we generate event occurrence probabilities
pi (Ej ), j = 1, · · · , m randomly. All transition probabilities
and initial probabilities are also initiated randomly.

The clustering based approach. The clustering based approach takes the following steps. We ﬁrst partition the event
sequence into multiple segments. For each segment, we learn
a model. Then, we cluster the obtained models to K groups.
Finally, based on the groups of the models, we initiate the
parameters of the HMM.
We segment the event sequence in a bottom-up fashion.
The algorithm starts by considering each single time point as
a segment, I = {I1 , · · · , IT }. For each Ii , we learn a model
based on event occurrences in this segment. Then we try
to merge two neighboring segments into a bigger segment.
The criterion of choosing segment pairs to merge is that
the merging should incur minimal increase of Cd . Assume
for segments Ii and Ii+1 , the new segment generated by
merging them is I ′ and the learned model from I ′ is M ′ .
The increasing of cost can be computed as
− log(p(I ′ |M ′ )) + log(p(Ii |Mσ(i) )) + log(p(Ii+1 |Mσ(i+1) ))

P (Ii |Mσ(i) ))

i=1

(5)

Once a pair is chosen, we learn a model based on the new
segment. The merging continues until the number of segments reaches a user-speciﬁed threshold.

In the second step, we cluster the obtained models using
the K-means clustering algorithm. Since each model is represented by the probabilities of m event types, we use K-L
divergence as the distance measure between two models. Let
Mi = {pi (E1 ), · · · , pi (Em )}, and Mj = {pj (E1 ), · · · , pj (Em )},
then

Dis(Mi , Mj ) =

m
∑

pi (El ) ∑
pj (El )
+
pj (El ) log
pj (El )
pi (El )
m

pi (El ) log

l=1

5.2 Iterative HMM Refining
We denote the initial HMM as λ0 . We then use an iterative process to reﬁne the initial model. Let λk−1 denote the
HMM obtained in round k − 1. In round k, the iteration
takes two steps. In the ﬁrst step, based on λk−1 , we learn
the optimal state sequence sk . In the second step, based on
sk , we learn a new model, λk . This process continues until
the HMM does not change any more. We will show that in
each iterative round, the production probability is no less
than that in the previous round.

Learning the Optimal State Sequence. In the ﬁrst step of
round k, we use the Viterbi algorithm to learn the most likely
sequence of hidden states. The Viterbi algorithm computes
the forward probability, δt (i), which is the probability of the
most likely sequence of hidden states up to t and st = i. It
holds that

=

p(Di |Mi ) =

l=1

In the third step, for each cluster, we learn m occurrence
probabilities. Based on them, we initiate the output probabilities of each state. The transition probabilities and initial probabilities are initialized according to the segment sequence.

δt (i) =

where Di = {t|st = i} and p(Di |Mi ) is similar to p(I|Mi ) in
Eq. 1. Thus, we decompose P1 into K independent parts:
p(Di |Mi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ K, and the i-th part is only related
to model Mi , which means that we can update occurrence
probabilities for diﬀerent models independently.
Furthermore, we decompose p(Di |Mi ) into m parts, each
corresponding to an event type:

max

P (o1 , · · · , ot , s1 , · · · , st−1 , st = i)

max

πs1 bs1 (o1 )

s1 ,··· ,st−1

s1 ,··· ,st−1

t
∏

(asj−1 sj bsj (oj ))

δt (i) = arg max(δt−1 (j)aji )bi (ot )
j

Finally, at time T , δT (i) is the probability of the most
likely sequence of hidden states and sT = i. By backtracking the largest one in δT (i), i = 1, 2, · · · , K, we obtain the
optimal state sequence, and denote it as sk .

where
¯

p(Ej |Mi ) = pi (Ej )n(Ej ,Di ) (1 − pi (Ej ))n(Ej ,Di )
It means that we can update occurrence probability for each
event type independently. Hence, for event Ej , its occurrence probability in model Mi is updated as:
pi (Ej ) =

P1 =

T
∏

bst (ot )

t=1

This allows us to update the output probabilities to maximize P1 . It can be transformed as
P1 =

K
∏
i=1

p(Di |Mi )

n(Ej , Di )
|Di |

P2 is determined by initial probabilities and transition
probabilities. To maximize P2 , we update initial probability
πi as
πi =

n(st = i)
T

where n(st = i) is the number of times state i occurs in sk ,
and update transition probability aij as
aij =

n(st = i, st+1 = j)
n(st = i)

In some cases, certain state will not occur in the state
sequence. At that time, we delete it from HMM. So, the
number of states, K, may be variable during the reﬁnement
process.
Thus, we obtain the new model λk . It can be proved easily
that for any HMM λ, it holds
p(O, sk |λk ) ≥ p(O, sk |λ)

Correctness of the approach.
In the ﬁrst step of round k, the learned state sequence,
sk , is the optimal one to generate event sequence based on
λk−1 , it holds
p(O, sk |λk−1 ) ≥ p(O, sk−1 |λk−1 )
In the second step, λk is the HMM which maximizes the
production probability along state sequence sk , so it holds
p(O, sk |λk ) ≥ p(O, sk |λk−1 )

Updating HMM. In the second step, based on sk , we learn

a new HMM, λk , so that p(O, sk |λk ) is maximized.
Recall that p(O, sk |λk−1 ) can be decomposed into two
parts: P1 and P2 , and P1 is determined by the output probabilities only.

p(Ej |Mi )

j=1

j=2

Assuming at time t − 1, we already have all the forward
probabilities δt−1 (j) where j = 1, · · · , K. Then, we compute
δt (i), i = 1, · · · , K, based on δt−1 (j), as:

m
∏

Combining the above two inequations, we obtain
p(O, sk |λk ) ≥ p(O, sk−1 |λk−1 )
which means the probability of the optimal state sequence
in each round is no less than that in the last round.

THE CORRELATED CASE: MDEP
The model class Mind assumes that occurrences of diﬀerent event types are independent from each other. In reality,
correlations between diﬀerent event types exist in most applications. They are informative to users who want to understand the behavior of a system, and they are important
6.

factors to consider if users want to reduce the encoding cost.
In this section, we introduce a new model class, Mdep , that
exploits the correlations between event occurrences.
We illustrate the advantage of exploiting the correlations
with an example. Assume we know E1 occurs, and also assume the occurrence of E2 depends on that of E1 in the sense
that if E1 occurs, very likely E2 will also occur. In this case,
conditional probability p(E2 |E1 ) is close to 1. To describe
the occurrences of E1 and E2 , we ﬁrst describe E1 with its
occurrence probability p(E1 ). Then we use p(E2 |E1 ) to describe E2 ’s occurrences. So, the encoding cost of E2 ’s occurrence is − log(p(E2 |E1 )). In most cases, it is much smaller
than the cost of encoding it with its occurrence probability,
− log(E2 ).

6.1 Definition of Mdep
We use rooted trees to express correlations between different event types. In general, the occurrence of an event
type can depend on any number of event types. But in this
work, we assume each event type depends on only one event
type. The reasons are: 1) In many applications, the majority of correlation is in the form of an event type depending
on another event type, instead of on multiple other event
types. Focusing on this type of correlations gives us much
extra insights about the behavior of the system and much
additional savings on encoding cost. 2) Describing correlations among multiple event types will lead to very complex
models that are hard for users to understand.
For each model Mi in Mdep , we organize the correlations between event types as a correlation tree, denoted as
CT reei , where each node represents an event type. The
event type represented by the root node is called the root
event type, and is denoted as Eri . Event types represented
by other nodes are non-root event types. A directed edge
from El to Ej indicates that occurrences of Ej depend on
El .
We assume the root event type does not depend on any
other event types, and we represent it by the occurrence
probability, pi (Eri ). For non-root event type Ej , the event
type it depends on in model Mi is denoted as Edij . Its occurrence is described by two conditional probabilities: pi (Ej |Edij )
and pi (Ej |Ēdij ), where the former is the conditional probability of Ej ’s occurrence given Edij occurs, and the latter
is that given Edij does not occur. If a certain event type
Ej does not depend on any event type, it holds p(Ej |El ) =
p(Ej ), where El is any event type. Thus, using conditional
probabilities will not lead to extra encoding cost. In fact, the
probabilities of event occurrences in Mind and Mdep can be
represented by Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 respectively, which illustrate
clearly the diﬀerence between the two model classes.
pi (E1 , E2 , · · · , Em ) = pi (E1 )pi (E2 ) · · · pi (Em )
(7)
m
∏
pi (E1 , E2 , · · · , Em ) = pi (Eri )
pi (Ej |Edij )(8)

(a) Model in Mind

Figure 4: Model in Mind and Mdep
over, in the process of learning HMM, the structure of the
correlation tree for each model will be updated, so that it
can describe the dependence better. Speciﬁcally, for each
model, we need to decide which event type will be the best
root event, and which is the event type a non-root event
type depends on.

6.2

The Objective Function Q
Just as in Mind , summarizing an event log with models
in Mdep , incurs three cost, Cm , Cd and Cs . The cost of
encoding the models in Mdep is higher than that of Mind ,
since we need to encode both the (conditional) probabilities
and the structure of the correlation tree. However, this part
of cost does not increase as the size of the event log increases.
So we ignore it in the objective function.
The deﬁnition of Cs is the same as that in Section 4.
Now we discuss Cd , the cost of encoding event occurrences.
Assume we use model Mi to encode event occurrences in
segment I. In model Mi , the root event is Eri , and the
event type a non-root event Ej depends on is Edij . The
probability of event occurrences in I, given Mi , is
p(I|Mi ) =

m
∏

p(Ej |Mi )

j=1

where if Ej is the root event, we have
p(Ej |Mi ) = pi (Ej )n(Ej ,I) (1 − pi (Ej ))n(Ēj ,I)

(9)

otherwise, if it is a non-root event, we have
p(Ej |Mi )
=

n(Ej ,Ed

ij

n(Ej ,Ēd

ij

pi (Ej |Edij )
pi (Ej |Ēdij )

,I)

(1 − pi (Ej |Edij ))

n(Ēj ,Ed

,I)

,I)

(1 − pi (Ej |Ēdij ))

n(Ēj ,Ēd

,I)

ij

ij

(10)
where n(Ej , Edij , I) denotes the number of time points at
which both Ej and Edij occur, n(Ēj , Edij , I) denotes the
number of time points at which Edij occurs but Ēj not,
n(Ej , Ēdij , I) and n(Ēj , Ēdij , I) have the similar meaning.
The number of bits required to encode data in Ii comes
to − log p(Ii |Mσ(i) ), and so the cost, Cd , is
Cd =

|I|
∑

− log p(Ii |Mσ(i) )

i=1

j=1,j̸=ri

Fig 4(b) shows an example of CT reei , in which ri = 3. As
for non-root event type, we have di4 = 1, di5 = 1, di1 = 3
and di2 = 3. Since in the model of Mind , event types are
independent from each other, it can be regarded as a forest
with ﬁve root nodes, as shown in Fig 4(a).
One important characteristics of the correlation tree is
that it is acyclic, which can be inferred from Eq. 8. More-

(b) Model Mi in Mdep

We deﬁne the objective function as:
Q(Mdep , I) = Cs + Cd

6.3

The HMM Corresponding to Mdep

In the HMM corresponding to Mdep , state i still represents model Mi . The initial and transition probabilities
are the same as those in the HMM for Mind . Let o =

(o1 , · · · , om ) denote an observation, where oj = 1 mean Ej
occurs, and oj = 1 means it doesn’t occur. The output
probability of state i generating o changes to
bi (o) =

m
∏

qij (o)

j=1

There are two cases of qij . In the ﬁrst case, Ej is a root
event type of Mi , so qij only depends on oj , and we have:
{
pi (Ej ),
oj = 1;
qij (o) =
1 − pi (Ej ), oj = 0.
In the second case, Ej is a non-root event type, so qij depends on both oj and odij , where Edij is Ej ’s dependent
event type. We have

pi (Ej |Edij ),
oj = 1 and odij = 1;



1 − pi (Ej |Edij ), oj = 0 and odij = 1;
qij (o) =
oj = 1 and odij = 0;
pi (Ej |Ēdij ),



1 − pi (Ej |Ēdij ), oj = 0 and odij = 0;
Using the same technique as in Section 4, we can establish
the equivalence between the production probability and the
objective function Q. So, our goal is still to ﬁnd a HMM λ
and the optimal state sequence s so that P (O, s|λ) is maximized.

6.4 Algorithm of learning HMM
We still use an iterative process to learn Mdep . In the initial phase, a random approach and a cluster based approach
are used to initialize the HMM. In the random approach, we
ﬁrst generate the correlation tree for each model randomly.
Then for each edge, we randomly generate the conditional
probabilities. In the cluster based, we initiate a uniform correlation tree for all the models. Moreover, KL-divergence is
computed based on the conditional probabilities.
In each iterative round, the step of learning the optimal
state sequence is similar to the case of Mind , except that
the deﬁnition of output probabilities is diﬀerent. Now we
discuss the second step, in which we update HMM.
Assume in round k, we already obtain the optimal state
sequence sk , and try to learn λk . First, we update the transition probabilities and initial probabilities with the way in
Section 5.
The approach of updating output probabilities is more
complex. The reason is that besides updating the probabilities themselves, we also update the structure of correlation
tree for each model. Speciﬁcally, for each model, we learn
the new root event, and dependent event type for each nonroot event. The update process contains two steps. First, we
update all possible probabilities; then we learn a correlation
tree, which achieves higher probability than the previous
one, based on the updated probabilities.
Recall that in Section 5, P1 is decomposed into K parts,
P (Di |Mi ), (1 ≤ i ≤ K), and each of which can be further
decomposed into m parts, p(Ej |Mi ), (1 ≤ j ≤ m). In the
case of Mdep , this decomposition still holds, except that the
formula of p(Ej |Mi ) changes to Eq. 9 and Eq. 10. We update
all probabilities (1 ≤ j, l ≤ m) in model Mi as follows:
n(Ej , Di )
pi (Ej ) =
|Di |
pi (Ej |El ) =

n(Ej , El , Di )
n(El , Di )

(11)

(12)

pi (Ej |Ēl ) =

n(Ej , Ēl , Di )
n(Ēl , Di )

(13)

so that P (Di |Mi ) is maximized.
To update the correlation tree, we build the connection
between P (Di |Mi ) and the correlation tree CT reei .
• For the root node Eri , we set its weight wri as p(Eri |Mi )
(computed as Eq. 9).
• For the edge from Ej to Edij , we set its weight wdij ,j
as p(Ej |Mi ) (computed as Eq. 10).
Thus the product of weights of all edges and the root node is
equivalent to p(Di |Mi ). So our goal of updating correlation
tree for Mi becomes ﬁnding a correlation tree, so that the
product of its weights is maximized.
Now we introduce our approach. It is easy to see that
learning the optimal correlation tree, which maximizes p(Di |Mi ),
is an NP problem. In this paper, we propose a greedy algorithm to learn a correlation tree CT ree′i , whose weight’s
product is larger than that of the current tree, CT reei . A
node list N L maintains the event types already processed,
and it is empty in the beginning. The algorithm contains
two steps:

Step 1. Learn the new root event type. For any event type
Ej , we check whether setting it as the new root can increase the weight product. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁnd the event
type Ej , j ̸= ri , which satisﬁes
wri · wdij ,j ≤ wj · wj,ri
The left part of the inequality is the product of weights of
Eri and Ej in previous tree CT reei . The right part for the
new tree, in which we switch Ej and Eri , i.e., we set Ej as
the new root, and Eri as its dependent.
If there exist event types satisfying the above inequality,
we choose the one that has maximal weight product as the
new root event type Er′ i . We also change the previous root
event type Eri to a non-root event type and set the new root
as the event type it depends on. If not, we keep the previous
root unchanged. In both cases, the new root is added into
N L.

Step 2. Learn new dependent event types. We traverse the
previous tree CT reei in the post order. Assume the current
event type is Ej , we check whether wdij ,j is larger than wl,j ,
for any l. There are two cases:
• If it is true, Ej is still the event type Edij depends on.
So we add Ej into N L.
• If not, we try to ﬁnd another new event type for Ej .
To avoid generating a circle in the correlation tree, we
only check event type El not in N L that satisﬁes
wl,j > wdij ,j
If it is true, we choose one of them to be the new event
type that Ej depends on. Finally, we add Ej to N L.
It is easy to see that the dependent tree does not contain
cycles. Furthermore, since we adjust dependence only when
the weights will increase, the weight product of the new
tree CT ree′i is no less than that of CT reei . However, since
the method is greedy, the process may not lead to optimal
solutions.

7. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Compression Ratio. Compression ratio measures how well

We have conducted extensive experiments on both synthetic and real life datasets. We compare the performance
of our approach with the approach proposed in [10] under a
variety of settings. All algorithms are implemented in Matlab 7.0. The experiments are conducted on a PC with Intel
Pentium 4 2.4GHz CPU and 2GB RAM.

the algorithm can compress the event sequence. We adopt
the formula in [10]:

RAN-IND
CLU-IND
RAN-DEP
CLU-DEP

Model Class
Mind
Mind
Mdep
Mdep

HMM Initializer
Random
Clustering
Random
Clustering

Table 2: Our approach in 4 cases
We compare the above 4 algorithms with the approach in
[10], which we name GREEDY, as it uses a greedy algorithm
both in ﬁnding the optimal segmentation and in learning
local models for each segment.
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We test the eﬀectiveness of our approach in 4 cases: two
model classes (Mind and Mdep ) combining with two HMM
initializers (random and clustering based).
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First we conduct experiments on synthetic data.
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(a) Compression Ratio

7.2 Experiments on Synthetic Data

Q(A)
Qunit

where A can be any of the ﬁve approaches: CLU-IND, RANIND, RAN-DEP, CLU-DEP, or GREEDY; Q(A) is the encoding cost of event sequence with approach A. In the proposed approach, we have Q = Cm + Cs + Cd ; while in the
GREEDY approach, the cost is computed as in [10]. Qunit
is the measurement used as the baseline cost where each
time point is considered as a segment, and in the segments,
each event type is described by a distinct probability. The
lower the compression ratio CR(A), the better the approach
A summarizes the event sequence.

Compression Ratio

7.1 Algorithms for Comparison

CR(A) =

10

15
# Initial States
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(b) Detection of Hidden States

Figure 8: Eﬀect of Kini , K = 10, n = 100, m = 20,
d = 10
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We use the following parameters to characterize a synthetic event sequence: K, the number of models (or hidden
states) that we artiﬁcially “plant” in the generated event sequence; Kini , the number of models in the initial phase; m,
the number of event types (the size of E); n, the number
of segments contained in the event sequence; d, the number
of dependence between event types; and li , 1 ≤ i ≤ K, the
average length of segments generated by model Mi .
We generate K models as follows. First, we randomly
generate d correlated pairs of event types for each model.
Then all output probabilities in each model, which include
p(E|E ′ ) and p(E|Ē ′ ) for dependent event types and p(E)
for non-dependent event types, are generated randomly. All
initial probabilities and transition probabilities are also generated randomly.
After the models are generated, we generate n segments of
event occurrences based on models. First, we set li according
to − log pii , 1 ≤ i ≤ K. Then based on initial probabilities
and transition probabilities, we generate a state sequence
with length n. Based on this state sequence, we generate a
sequence of segments. Assume the t-th state is i, we generate event occurrences in segment It according to model
Mi . The length of It is set according to Gaussian distribution with mean li and variance 5% ∗ li . For non-dependent
event type, the event occurrences are generated from the
Gaussian distribution with output probability p(E) as the
mean and 10% ∗ p(E) as the variance. For event type depending on certain event type, the occurrences are generated
from the Gaussian distribution with the conditional probability, p(E|E ′ ) or p(E|Ē ′ ), as the mean and 10% ∗ p(E|E ′ )
or 10% ∗ p(E|Ē ′ ) as the variance;
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Figure 9: Runtime (a) n = 100, d = m/2, K = 10,
Kini = 10; (b) n = 100, m = 20, d = 10, Kini = K

Comparison of the Compression Ratio. In the ﬁrst experiment, we compare the compression ratio of 5 approaches
with varying m (number of event types). The results, as well
as the settings of other parameters, are shown in Figure 5.
When m increase, the compression ratio of all 5 approaches
decreases. For the GREEDY algorithm, the compression
ratio decreases because it clusters event types and use one
probability to represent the event occurrences in each cluster, which reduces the cost of encoding models. CLU-IND
and RAN-IND have lower compression ratio than GREEDY.
The reason is that we use a speciﬁc probability to describe
an event type, and so our model can represent the occurrences of events more accurately. As for the cost to encode
the model, our approaches have much lower cost, since we
only encode each model once. CLU-DEP and RAN-DEP
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n = 100, m = 30, K = 10, Kini = 10

have lower compression ratio, because they exploit the correlations between event types.
In the second experiment, we test the eﬀectiveness of exploiting correlations between event types. The compression
ratio is compared when d varies. The results are shown
in Figure 6. It can be seen that CLU-IND and RAN-IND
have relatively ﬁxed compression ratio, while the compression ratio decreases in the other 3 approaches. The compression ratio of CLU-IND and RAN-IND doesn’t change, since
they don’t use event correlations to describe the event occurrences. In GREEDY algorithm, when d increases, more
correlations occur between event types, and the opportunity of event types having similar occurrence probabilities
increases. So the number of clusters of event types decreases,
which will reduce the cost of encoding models. Compression
ratio in CLU-DEP and RAN-DEP decreases most. Speciﬁcally, in GREEDY, compression ratio decreases from 0.05 to
0.042, while in CLU-DEP and RAN-DEP, it decreases from
0.03 to 0.013. The results clearly verify the eﬀectiveness of
exploiting correlations between event types.

Effect of Initial States. In general, users have no idea about
the hidden states in the system. So it is preferable that
the approaches can detect the true hidden states correctly.
One of the symptoms is that the number of initial states,
Kini , can converge to the true number of hidden states automatically. So in this experiment, we test the compression
ratio and number of learned states when Kini varies. The
results are shown in Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) respectively. When Kini < K, it can be seen that all proposed approaches have similar behaviors. They cannot learn enough
states, and so the compression ratio suﬀers. But even in
this case, our approaches are still better than GREEDY,
which veriﬁes the advantage of encoding model once. When
Kini ≥ K, the compression ratios in all proposed approaches
stay stable when Kini increase. But the capabilities of detection hidden states are quite diﬀerent for cluster-based approaches and random approaches. In both RAN-IND and
RAN-DEP, the numbers of states converge to the true number correctly, while in CLU-IND and CLU-DEP, the ﬁnal
numbers of learned states are still similar with Kini . The
reason is that in cluster-based approaches, the initial states
can describe certain segments well, so during iteration, they
are less likely to be deleted. In fact, the states learned by
these two approaches are also meaningful, which can be seen
from their compression ratios. In contrast, in RAN-IND and
RAN-DEP, since the states are initiated randomly, some
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Figure 7: Detection of Hidden States.
n = 100, m = 20, d = 10, Kini = K + 10

meaningless states will be deleted. They are more likely
to converge to the true value K. So, the random approaches
are better choices to learn the true number of states.

Detection of Hidden States. In this experiment, we test
the proposed approaches’ accuracy of detecting hidden states
when K varies. We always set Kini = K + 10. The results
are shown in Figure 7. It is consistent with the results in
last experiment. In CLU-IND and CLU-DEP, the number
of learned states are close to Kini . In other words, they tend
to keep the number of initial states unchanged. In contrast,
RAN-IND and RAN-DEP can detect K correctly.

Efficiency. In this experiment, we test the eﬃciency of the
proposed approaches. Two factor are considered, one is the
number of event types, m, and the other is number of hidden
states, K. Since the round of iterations is diﬀerent, it is hard
to compare the proposed approaches by the total runtime.
So we compare the runtime of the proposed approaches in
each iterative round. The results are shown in Figure 9(a)
and (b) respectively.
It can be seen that when m increases, runtime in GREEDY
increases more rapidly than our approach. The reason is
that at each time point, GREEDY needs to cluster the event
types, while our approaches only need to compute the probabilities of event occurrences, which is much more eﬃcient.
In CLU-DEP and RAN-DEP, we need to update correlation
tree at each iteration, which causes them slower than CLUIND and CLU-DEP. Number of hidden states, K, has more
inﬂuence on eﬃciency than m, since the time complexity of
each round in our approaches is O(K 2 ). As for the round of
iteration, it is slightly diﬀerent for cluster-based approaches
and random approaches. In general, the former iterates 3-4
rounds, and the latter iterates 5-6 rounds. Hence, the total runtime of our approach is comparable to the GREEDY
algorithm.

7.3 Experiments on Real Data
In this section, we further test the performance of our approach in a real-life scenario. By using event logs managed
by Windows XP, we show that our approaches not only improve the compression ratio, but also ﬁnd some meaningful
contexts hidden in event log.
The real dataset consists of the system log produced by
Windows XP Event Viewer. It contains 56 diﬀerent event
types (m = 56). The log data spans a period from March
2009 to July 2009. It includes 11365 event occurrences. We

extract 4 datasets from the log ﬁle. The ﬁrst one, denoted
by ”Original”, includes 6,200 timestamps at which at least
one event occurs. Each timestamp corresponds to one second. To test our approach to mine the correlations between
event types, we build 3 other datasets based on the original data. We split the whole span into sequence of intervals with ﬁxed duration. In the ﬁrst dataset, denoted by
M IN , the duration is one minute. It contains 120,829 minutes (N = 120, 829). In the second dataset, denoted by
10M IN , the duration is 10 minute (N = 12, 083). In the
third dataset, denoted by HOU R, the duration is one hour
(N = 2, 000). Tables 3 shows the compression ratio in all
the four datasets, which is compared to GREEDY. It can
be seen our approaches have apparently lower compression
ratio compared to GREEDY algorithm, especially in 10MIN
and HOUR dataset.
Data
GREEDY
CLU-IND
RAN-IND
RAN-DEP
CLU-DEP

Original
1
0.912
0.943
0.826
0.791

MIN
1
0.738
0.762
0.619
0.595

10MIN
1
0.594
0.621
0.512
0.486

HOUR
1
0.732
0.712
0.528
0.471

Table 3: Compression Ratio On Log Data
Moreover, we found some meaningful states. For example,
in M IN dataset, state 4 corresponds to periods of starting
up the computer, in which events 6005 and 6009 always occur together. Its duration is about 5 minutes. State 22 corresponds to periods of surﬁng the Internet, in which events
2504 and 4021 always occur frequently. Its duration is always longer than 100 minutes. Other states include shutdown, windows update · · · . The results deﬁnitely verify that
the proposed model can ﬁnd the hidden states of the system.
In the contrast, GREEDY only segments the event sequence
into 3 intervals. It is hard to obtain the meaningful contexts
from its result.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we learn the dynamics of a system from
its event log. Instead of segmenting event sequences and
describing each segment with a local model, we learn a set
of models each representing a speciﬁc state of the system.
Furthermore, we learn the relationships between diﬀerent
states. This eﬀectively produces an HMM that describe the
system. We show the task of summarizing the event data
based on the minimal description length principle can be
achieved through learning an HMM from the event data.
In this paper, we propose an iterative approach to learn
an HMM. We also exploit the correlations between diﬀerent event types to further improve the summary. We test
the proposed technique on both synthetic dataset and real
dataset. The experimental results show that our approach
not only summarizes event sequence well, but also reveals
hidden states in the system that generates the events, giving us a better understanding of the system.
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